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the solution is quite simple: first, download the application, install it, and open it. next, press "play" on the program. now press "connect" on the program. your real tone cable should now be detected, and you can start playing. note: this solution requires the use of your current real tone cable. if
you want to use it with a different real tone cable, you will have to adjust it by pressing the rheostat button (see the diagram below) if you're not a fan of the idea of using a real tone cable but still want to play rocksmith, there are a couple of other solutions available that you can use. one option
is to use an audio interface, such as the roland hd25. this is the entry level audio interface, and can be found for a reasonable price on amazon. this is what you would use if you wanted to play with a friend who had rocksmith. make sure you have a real tone cable. if not, you can either order one
through the rocksmith website (or your local music store) or you can try the following tips: rocksmith no cable launcher deactivate the automatic connection of the real tone cable in the control panel. we also recommend that you check out the rocksmith accessory shop to find a cable that suits
you. you can get replacement cables for just about any type of cable, and we have a lot of helpful recommendations for you to choose from. if youre comfortable with a real tone cable, make sure you download the latest version of rocksmith. the latest version of rocksmith will work with windows
7, 8, and 10 (and most likely mac os x) and will use the latest real tone cable. you can download it here.

HD Online Player (rocksmith No Cable Launcher)

for the most part, the nocablelauncher was good, but not perfect. in our experience, it still isnt quite as responsive as a real tone cable, and we found the audio quality to be poor. the usb cable is a bit on the short side, and it isnt as flexible as a traditional usb cable, but it is a solid replacement.
the best part of this option is that its completely free to use, and its plug and play. we had a much better experience with this option than with the real tone cable, and we were able to play on multiple guitars. we were able to get this to work on windows 8, but it didnt work on windows 7, and
even windows vista. the best part of this option is that it is completely free to use, and its plug and play. we had a much better experience with this option than with the real tone cable, and we were able to play on multiple guitars. the alternative to the real tone cable is the hd online player

(rocksmith no cable launcher). this option is more expensive, but we think it is well worth it, and is the best option for those who arent interested in using a real tone cable. we found that the hd online player worked well, and we were able to play on multiple guitars. its not perfect, and its not
quite as responsive as the real tone cable, but its also not quite as expensive. if you play on windows 7 or vista, you can purchase a real tone cable, and use that to play rocksmith, but if you have multiple guitars, its probably worth getting the hd online player instead of the real tone cable. its

not plug and play, so you will have to use nocablelauncher to use it with rocksmith, but its a solid, inexpensive option. 5ec8ef588b
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